Meadowlark’s Winter Walk of Lights
Design Installation Specifications
2020 Season
9750 Meadowlark Gardens Court
Vienna, VA 22182
Meadowlark’s Winter Walk of Lights (WWOL) is a walk-thru light show that utilizes \( \frac{3}{4} \) of a mile of Meadowlark Botanical Gardens paved trails. It consists of over a million LED lights on trees, custom made frames and a musical light show. In the 2015 season WWOL saw over 70,000 visitors during its six week run. The show runs from mid-November until the first week of January.
General Information

• Meadowlark provides all lights.
• All lights should be tested as they are put up.
• Meadowlark staff will run power to each of the areas being worked on.
• Lamp cord will be provided to run up each trunk.
  • NO more than 20 strands of lights will be connected end to end.
• Lift users are required to be in compliance of all safety standards at all times.
• Meadowlark staff will provide a brief training manual and hands on instruction to the team prior to installation.
Area 3- Perennial Woods

- 6 trees
- 9 Trunks
- Trunk and Limb wrapped
- 40 feet
- Colors will be noted on flagging
Tree 1

- Trunk and Limb wrapped
- Height of 40-45’
- Tree will be tagged with proper color
Tree 2

- Trunk and Limb wrapped
- Height of 40-45’
- Tree will be tagged with proper color
Tree 3

- Trunk and Limb wrapped
- Height of 40-45’
- Tree will be tagged with proper color
Tree 4

- Trunk and Limb wrapped
- Height of 40-45’
- Tree will be tagged with proper color
Tree 5

- Double Trunk and Limb wrapped
- Height of 40-45’
- Tree will be tagged with proper color
Tree 6

- Trunk and Limb wrapped
- Height of 40-45’
- Tree will be tagged with proper color
Area 3

Sample Picture from previous years. Additional trees have since been added.
Area 5- Side of Great Lawn

- 15 trees
- 17 Trunks
- 4 Trunk wrap
- 11 Trunk and Limb
- 1 Drape
Area 5- Pines

Trees 10, 11, 13- trunk wrapped to 30-40 feet
Tree 12- trunk, limb wrap to 30-40 feet
Area 5- Deciduous Trees
Trees 14 - Trunk Wrap, Limb Wrap to 30-40 feet
Trees 16, 17- Trunk Wrap to 40 feet
Trees will be flagged with proper colors and light sizes
Area 5- Deciduous Trees
Trees 17 – triple Trunks Trunk Wrap, Limb Wrap to 30-40 feet
Trees will be flagged with proper colors and light sizes
Area 5- Bridge End

Tree 18-Trunk Wrap to 40 feet
C6 Red

Possible Option-
At 20-25 up feet bring 6 strands to support on opposite side and then drape to railing. C6 Warm White
Area 5- Hosta Garden

Trunk and limb wrap to 25-30 feet
M5 Warm White Lights
Area 5- Walnut Grove

4 Walnut Trees
Trunk and limb wrap to 40 feet
Color TBD
Area 7- Conifer

• 6 Trees
  – 5 Trunk Limb wrap
  – 1 Trunk Wrap with Drape
Area 7 – Trees (along Hosta Garden)
4 large trees
Lights – colors alternate between
Trees in the area
Tree: c6, limb wrap
Height 60
Trunk circumference
Drip line radius 10
Area 7 – Trees (along Hosta Garden)
4 large trees
Lights – colors alternate between
Trees in the area
Tree: c6, limb wrap
Height 60
Trunk circumference 3 x 3
Drip line radius 10
Area 7 – Trees (along Hosta Garden)
4 large trees
Lights – colors alternate between
Trees in the area
Tree: c6, limb wrap
Height 60
Trunk circumference 3 x 3
Drip line radius 10
Area 7 – Trees (along Hosta Garden)
4 large trees
Lights – colors alternate between
Trees in the area
Tree: c6, limb wrap
Height 60
Trunk circumference 3 x 3
Drip line radius 10
Area 8- Bridge Start

Tree 29-Dual Trunk Wrap to 40 feet
C6 Red

Possible Option-
At 20-25 up feet bring 6 strands to support on opposite side and then drape to support. C6 Warm White
Area 8 Hosta/Springhouse

- 6 trees
  - 8 trunks downdrops
    - Note 2 of these trees are not pictured below
    - No lifts may be used in this area
Area 8 – Trees (behind Springhouse)
Tree 30- Trunk wrap to 30 feet
Color and lights will be on tag
Area 8 – Trees (behind Springhouse)
Tree 31- Trunk wrap to 30 feet
Color and lights will be on tag
Area 8 – Trees (behind Springhouse)
Tree 32- Trunk wrap to 30 feet
Color and lights will be on tag
Area 8 – Trees (behind Springhouse)
Tree 33- Trunk wrap to 30 feet
Color and lights will be on tag
Area 10 Tunnel

• 1 tree
  – 5 trunks Spiral Wrapped
    • Lights TBD
    • 50’
Area 10 – Nature walk – tree (end of nature walk)
4 trunks
Light TBD
Area 47 – Nature walk – tree (end of nature walk)

Example of MultiColored Tree.
Meadowlark’s Winter Walk of Lights

Summary
34 Trees

Please note that due to tree damage or removal the number of trees may fluctuate over the years of the contract between 35 and 40. Light colors and type of lights may be changed each year, a new key will be provided in September of each year.